We analyze the Fleming-Viot process. The system is confined in a box, whose boundaries act as a sink of Brownian particles. The death rate at the boundaries is matched by the branching ͑birth͒ rate in the system and thus the number of particles is kept constant. We show that such a process is described by the Renyi entropy whose production is minimized in the stationary state. The entropy production in this process is a monotonically decreasing function of time irrespective of the initial conditions. The first Laplacian eigenvalue is shown to be equal to the Renyi entropy production in the stationary state. As an example we simulate the process in a two-dimensional box.
I. INTRODUCTION
Irreversible entropy production is one of the key quantities in nonequilibrium thermodynamics ͓1,2͔. For open systems not far from the equilibrium states it has been conjectured by Prigogine that a system in the stationary states, compatible with the external constraints, adopts such configurations which minimize the entropy production ͑MEP͒. Far from equilibrium MEP breaks down, although part of the entropy production given by the contraction of the phase space has been shown to be minimized in some special cases ͓3͔. In general one of the approaches to nonequilibrium statistical mechanics is related to the study of the entropy production and escape rate of transport processes far from equilibrium ͓4 -7͔ with the emphasis on the Lyapunov exponents and the onset of chaos.
There is yet another approach to nonequilibrium systems from the perspective of nonextensive thermodynamics ͓8͔. The construction of the nonextensive thermodynamics is based on the Tsallis or Renyi entropies. In both cases the entropy is the property of the whole system and cannot be defined for any subsystem. However, the Tsallis entropy is nonextensive in the strong sense; i.e., for two independent systems ͑independent in terms of the probabilities of configurations͒ the entropy of the sum of the systems is not equal to the sum of their entropies. The formalism of the nonextensive thermodynamics has been applied, e.g., to the onset of chaos in the logistic maps ͓9͔, anomalous diffusion in the presence of external forces ͓10͔, dynamic linear response in nonextensive systems ͓11͔, connection between self-organized critical dissipative systems and the Tsallis entropy ͓12,13͔, fractional diffusion process ͓14͔, and lowdimensional dissipative systems ͓15͔. One of the goals of many papers devoted to the nonextensive thermodynamics was to analyze the formal structure of the theory and show which of the results of the theory for ordinary thermodynamics can be translated into the structure of nonextensive thermodynamics ͓8, 16 -19͔ . (birth) , which in the stationary state adopts such a configuration which minimizes the Renyi entropy production. This result is complementary to previous approaches, where the nonlinear Fokker-Planck equation ͑NLFPE͒ was studied for various thermostatics and the NLFPE was derived from maximization of the appropriate entropy functional ͓20,21͔.
It is the purpose of this work to simulate a stochastic model of Brownian particles with death and branching
Our methodology is as follows. We first define a nonlinear equation for the evolution of the probability density in which nonlinearity appears in integral form. From the form of the equation we deduce the form of the appropriate entropy as a functional of the probability distribution, S͓ p͔. The entropy is chosen in such way that its evolution in time follows a prescription known from ordinary nonequilibrium thermodynamics-i.e.,
where is the flux of the entropy and is its production which must be positive definite. Moreover, we also insist that the entropy production must be minimized in the stationary state; i.e., the equation
must lead to a stationary distribution of p. Such a prescription for the entropy functional led us unambiguously to the Renyi entropy in the case of our process ͑described below͒:
with ␣ϭ2, where the integral is over the whole system. The process, described by the aforementioned equations, which we study in this paper is the Brownian motion of a multiparticle system in a box with absorbing boundary conditions ͓22,23͔. Additionally we assume that if one particle is killed at the boundary, another one, picked at random in the system, is duplicated, giving birth to a new particle in the same site. As we can see the birth rules are chosen in such a way as to keep the number of particles constant at each time step. Moreover, the nonextensive nature of the system is evident: the flux of the particles at the boundary affects immediately the distribution of the particles inside the system, no matter how large the system is. Such a system cannot be divided into subsystems.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we describe the system containing a finite number of Flemming-Viot particles. In Sec. III we introduce the continuous model of the above system, and we analyze the evolution of the probability distribution. In Sec. IV related thermodynamic functionals are studied, especially the entropy production. In Sec. V we present the results of a computer simulation of the twodimensional systems. The Appendix contains the proofs of the H theorem equivalent for the entropy production.
II. BROWNIAN MOTION WITH MATCHED DEATH AND BIRTH RATES
Let us consider a system containing many particles each performing an independent random walk inside a given region. A special kind of boundary condition is imposed: a particle must vanish after reaching the border of the region, and, exactly at the same time, another particle ͑chosen at random͒ is duplicated. In other words, a particle is removed when it reaches any point located at the boundary. Simultaneously, a new particle is introduced and placed at the position of randomly chosen particle. It follows that the total number of the particles in the system is conserved. The probability of the multiplication process described above is identical for each particle. Further Brownian motions of the chosen particle, and its copy, are independent.
The evolution of the system under consideration depends on the number and initial position of the particles. Unfortunately, a quantitative description of the values characterizing the system state ͑like entropy or even the local density of particles͒ is burdened with fluctuations. Their significance vanishes in the limit when the number of particles goes to infinity.
Although we have performed numerical simulations of the aforementioned system with finite particle number, we do not include these results in the paper. Instead of that we examined the continuous model of probability distribution evolution. Both models-the many-particle and the continuous one ͑described in the following section͒-give the same results in the limit of a large number of particles.
We will show that irrespective of the initial conditions, the particle distribution evolves towards a steady state. If the region has a connected interior, there exists exactly one steady state. Contrary to the system with reflective boundary conditions, the particle distribution in the steady state of the system under consideration is not uniform. Due to the absorbing boundary conditions, the particles tend to group in the inner part of the region rather than near the boundaries.
III. CONTINUOUS MODEL
The probability density function ͑PDF͒ of the system, p(r,t), satisfies the following equations ͓22͔:
where K is a positive diffusion constant, and the integration is over whole volume of the system. The term ⌳(t)p(r,t) represents particle multiplication at the point r at time t. A function ⌳(t) is chosen to compensate the actual absorption of particles at the boundaries. For each point r 0 at the boundary of the region, the following boundary condition is imposed:
Combining Eq. ͑4͒ with the condition given by Eq. ͑6͒ implies that
for each r 0 on the boundary. Integrating Eq. ͑4͒ over the system, we obtain
or, applying the Green theorem,
By substituting ⌳(t) we can rewrite Eq. ͑4͒ governing the evolution of the system in the following form:
͑10͒
By setting ‫ץ‬p/‫ץ‬tϭ0, we obtain the equation for the stationary solution p s (r):
The equation must be satisfied for each r. However, the expression in brackets is a number independent of r. Therefore Eq. ͑11͒ is the equation for the Dirichlet Laplacian eigenfunctions for the considered region ͓24,25͔. Only one of such eigenfunctions satisfies the condition of non-negative PDF values. It is the eigenfunction associated with the first eigenvalue 1 ͑with the notion as in the next paragraph͒:
This stationary solution is always asymptotically achieved in the limit of t→ϱ ͑proved in ͓25͔͒.
A. Evolution in the reciprocal space
The form of the stationary state suggests the eigenfunction decomposition to be a helpful tool also in analysis of dynamics far from the stationary state. As long as the region is limited, the Dirichlet Laplacian eigenfunctions and eigenvalues form a countable system ͓24,25͔. All the eigenvalues are negative ͓25͔. Regardless of the dimension of space, we can enumerate the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues with an index iϭ1,2, . . . ,ϩϱ in such a way that the eigenvalues form the ordered sequence
If the region has a connected interior, the first eigenvalue 1 cannot be degenerated ͓25͔. However, further eigenvalues may be degenerated. Let us consider the span of the orthonormal system of Dirichlet Laplacian eigenfunctions u i (r) corresponding to the eigenvalues i and the sequence of real numbers ␤ i with definitions as follows:
In such a basis we expand the time-dependent PDF:
The real coefficients c i are chosen in such a way to guarantee non-negative values of the PDF inside the region and to provide the normalization
In further consideration we will use the fact that at each moment c 1 0. To prove it, let us suppose that c 1 ϭ0. From Eq. ͑15͒ we would obtain
The first eigenfunction u 1 (r) does not change sign inside the region ͓24,25͔. Moreover, if the region has a connected interior, u 1 (r) 0 for each r in the interior of the region. To reconcile this with Eqs. ͑17͒ and ͑18͒, the PDF would have to change sign in the region. Because the PDF must be nonnegative, we must have c 1 0. Henceforth, if not otherwise noted, all summations run from 1 to ϩϱ.
Equation ͑10͒, when combined with Eq. ͑16͒, takes the following form:
Thus the expansion coefficients c i (t) satisfy ordinary differential equations of the form
Depending on the actual configuration, the absolute values ʈc i ʈ may decrease as well as increase at the given moment. However, except for ʈc 1 ʈ, they approach 0 in the last stage of evolution ͓see the note below Eq. ͑12͔͒.
B. Asymptotic behavior
The stationary solution, given by Eq. ͑12͒, has the form
where c 1 ϭ1/␤ 1 . In the long-time limit, the PDF becomes equal to this stationary solution, with some small addition of higher eigenfunctions. Near the stationary state Eq. ͑20͒ becomes linear; thus for iу2 the coefficients c i vanish exponentially, with the decay rate equal to K( 1 Ϫ i ). Let us consider the competition of two different coefficients c i 0 and c j 0. If i Ͼ j , then there will be a time when ͑and after which͒ ͉c i ͉ӷ͉c j ͉, regardless of the initial values. For this reason, in the last stage of reaching the stationary state only the eigenfunctions associated with the lowest possible eigenvalues ͑as far as modulus is concerned͒ are present in the PDF. The first of these eigenvalues is always 1 , but the next relevant-say, q -may be higher than 2 . That is because selective excitations are possible ͑some coefficients may be exactly zero, e.g., if the initial state has the same symmetry as the stationary state͒. Moreover, the eigenvalue q may be degenerated. Thus in the general case the long-time limit of PDF is assumed in the following form:
where qЈ runs over the orthogonal eigenfunctions associated with q ͑first excited eigenvalue, usually qϭ2). From Eq. ͑20͒ we obtain dc 1 dt
We assume that c q Ј are small and c 1 ␤ 1 Ϸ1. It allows us to linearize the above equations,
and to find the solutions consistent with previous assumptions:
As we can see, the relaxation towards a steady state is exponential. Notice that the assumption A q Ј 0 is insufficient to ensure a nonzero value of dc 1 /dt in Eq. ͑25͒, because the factors ␤ q Ј may be zero for qЈу2 or the sum of ␤ q Ј A q Ј may vanish for some A q Ј combinations.
IV. ENTROPY AND ITS PRODUCTION
According to the discussion presented in the Introduction, we have found that Eq. ͑3͒ with ␣ϭ2, i.e.,
͑29͒
describes the entropy of the system. Additionally, the volume of the region, V, has been added in Eq. ͑29͒ for dimensional reasons.
This entropy describes the system only, and it does not account for any changes in the environment. If we want the considered system to be physical, we must treat the death and birth as external processes. Something takes all the particles from the boundaries and moves them back to the interior of the region. The entropy of that external pumping device must increase, as in the case of the entropy of the Maxwell's daemon. That is a reason why the entropy ͑29͒ may decrease as well as increase during the evolution. Using Eq. ͑4͒ we obtain the equation for the evolution of S:
On the right side we can see the sum of two terms, which could be interpreted as the entropy production and the entropy flux. By using formula ͑9͒ we get it in a more explicit form:
͑31͒
Due to the non-negativity of the PDF, the outgoing entropy flux must be negative or zero. However, the entropy production ͓ p͔ is always positive. It results from the condition ͑6͒ and the Green theorem:
In the reciprocal space, with definitions given by Eqs. ͑14͒ and ͑16͒, the entropy production takes the form
͑33͒
Since 1 Ͻ0 and ʈ i ʈϾʈ 1 ʈ for each iϾ1, the entropy production is minimized in the stationary state:
Moreover, beyond the stationary state the following relation ͑proved in the Appendix͒ is always satisfied:
i.e., is a monotonically decreasing function of time. This is an equivalence of the H theorem for the entropy production in the irreversible nonextensive system.
Asymptotic behavior
Using the asymptotic PDF expansion from Eq. ͑22͒ we obtain
͑36͒
Substituting c 1 and c q Ј by Eqs. ͑27͒ and ͑28͒ and neglecting higher-order terms we obtain
where s means entropy production in the stationary state. Similarly we calculate asymptotic form of the entropy time derivative:
We consider two separate cases ͑see the notice at the end of Sec. III͒, depending on the value of ċ 1 given by Eq. ͑23͒.
͑i͒ If ċ 1 ϭ0, the leading time-dependent term in expansion of Eq. ͑38͒ is a quadratic function of the perturbation amplitudes A q Ј :
where const 1 is the same as in Eq. ͑37͒. ͑ii͒ If ċ 1 0, the leading term is a linear function of a perturbation amplitudes A q Ј :
where
In both cases the long-time approach of the entropy function to the stationary state is exponential. The perturbations being orthogonal with respect to the stationary state ͓case ͑i͔͒ give the asymptotic increasing of the entropy with the same exponent as in the relaxation of entropy production ͓compare Eq. ͑39͒ for entropy and Eq. ͑37͒ for production͔.
All the other perturbations give the entropy relaxation conforming to Eq. ͑40͒, with the exponent twice smaller than in the entropy production relaxation, Eq. ͑37͒. The direction of long-time entropy approach to the stationary state may be increasing as well as decreasing in this case.
V. 2D SIMULATIONS

A. Simulation method
We solve Eq. ͑10͒ in the discrete space with time step ⌬tϭ1, lattice units ⌬xϭ⌬yϭ1, and discrete Laplacian ⌬p(x,y) defined as follows:
Applying the Euler method to Eq. ͑10͒ we obtain
Unfortunately, that differential scheme is not time centered. Consequently, it may lead to the accumulation of numerical errors, especially to the loss of PDF normalization. To avoid this, one may use the modified Euler method or the RungeKutta algorithm.
Instead of that, we consider a small modification of the aforementioned scheme:
͑43͒
Now the normalization of the PDF is preserved as long as the calculations are exact. From Eq. ͑43͒ we obtain
͑44͒
By the summation over i, j we get
It is not sufficient to guarantee conservation of the normalization in numerical calculations. Numerical inexactness may accumulate during successive iterations of Eq. ͑44͒. Let us suppose that the PDF is normalized to 1ϩ⑀, where ⑀ is a small number of any sign:
From Eq. ͑44͒ we obtain
The sum in the denominator is negative; thus the error amplification factor is greater than unity. To avoid this ͑i.e., to stabilize the method͒ we rewrite Eq. ͑44͒ in the following form:
͑48͒
Now the normalization of the PDF is restored in each iteration. For practical reasons the numerical calculations are performed in two steps. In the first step, the auxiliary matrix elements q i, j are calculated:
This step represents pure diffusion.
In the second step the normalization is restored:
As we can see, our simulation method may be treated as interleaving diffusion and renormalization steps.
B. Square region
The evolution of the PDF within the square region is analyzed. The lattice used in the computer simulation has 101 ϫ101 nodes, which corresponds to the square of 100ϫ100 lattice units.
The initial conditions used and the stationary state of the PDF are shown in Fig. 1 . The simulation results are in accordance with the theoretical considerations. Regardless of the initial conditions, the PDF of the stationary state obtained from the simulation is approximately equal to the corresponding stationary state of the continuous system:
In the case of the initial conditions A ͑Fig. 1͒ the entropy production is always smaller than outgoing entropy flux ͓de-fined in Eq. ͑31͔͒; thus the entropy of the system decreases with time. In cases B, C and D this relation is inverted. Case E is more interesting ͑see Fig. 2͒ : at the beginning the production is greater than the flux, but it becomes smaller after 3265 simulation steps ͑with Kϭ1/8).
The asymptotic behavior of dS/dt is studied for each of the initial conditions from Fig. 1 . As we can see in Fig. 3 , the relaxation of ͉dS/dt͉ near the stationary state ͑after long evolution time͒ is exponential; however, the exponent value depends on the initial conditions.
The asymptotes are fitted to the tails of the curves from Fig. 3 by linear regression:
͑52͒
From Eqs. ͑39͒ and ͑40͒ we obtain ã ϭ q K͑ q Ϫ 1 ͒, where q ϭ͕1 or 2͖. ͑53͒
For the square, with N x ϭN y ϭN, we obtain ͑with accuracy limited by the discretization error͒
where mу1 and nу1 denote the leading eigenvalue m,n , and m,n can be written as FIG. 2. The entropy production ͑squares͒, the escape flux 2⌳ ͑circles͒, and the entropy time derivative ͑no symbols͒ of the system started from initial condition E, Fig. 1 . In magnified scale ͑in-set͒ we can see the crossing of curves, after which dS/dt becomes negative, and further it approaches zero from below.
FIG. 3. Long-time behavior of ln͉dS/dt͉ for the initial conditions as in Fig. 1 ͑with consistency of the letter signs͒. These curves have linear asymptotes with three different slopes. Note that curve E has the singularity ͑when the logarithm argument passes through 0͒, and further it runs along curve C.
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In order to assign the asymptotes to the appropriate eigenvalues we test the expression
which should be a positive integer number:
With an accuracy better than 10 Ϫ3 we get the values M ϭ8 ͑case A͒, M ϭ6 ͑B͒, M ϭ8 ͑C͒, M ϭ16 ͑D͒, and M ϭ8 ͑E͒. It leads to the following identification of eigenvalues: 1,2 or 2,1 ͑case B͒, 1,3 or 1,3 ͑cases A,C,E͒, 3,3 ͑case D͒. Asymptotic behavior similar to case B will occur most often after applying random or any asymmetric initial conditions.
C. Transfer between two chambers
We investigate the evolution of the PDF in the twodimensional, rectangular region divided by the wall into two chambers ͑see Fig. 4͒ . The wall is placed across the rectangle with the shift h, and in the middle it has a hole of size d.
The lattice used in the simulation has 201ϫ101 nodes (N x ϭ200, N y ϭ100). Figure 5 shows snapshots of the PDF evolution for parameter values dϭ20, hϭϪ10 ͑measured in lattice units͒. The initial condition is p 25,25 ϭ1 ͑the center point of the left, bottom quarter of the smaller chamber͒ and p i, j ϭ0 for the rest of the nodes.
The two stages of evolution can be identified here. The first stage is fast-the PDF covers the smaller chamber, taking a form similar to the stationary state of the single square region. In the second, much slower stage, the PDF is pouring from the smaller chamber into the greater one. During this flow the PDF in each chamber lies similarly to the stationary state of closed chamber ͑with no hole͒. In this sense the evolution of the system could be considered as the sequence of quasistationary states of two subsystems.
The changes of the ln͉dS/dt͉ in time are shown in Fig. 6 . The sloping segments of this curve allow one to find exponents characterizing the processes described above. The same exponents could be evaluated approximately using perturbation theory. In the limit when the hole diameter d becomes small ͑but still for h 0), the lowest Laplacian eigenvalues approach the eigenvalues of the separate chambers:
where ϩ corresponds to the smaller chamber if hϽ0, as in the example under consideration. In this approximation the slope of the asymptote ͓defined in Eq. ͑52͔͒ for the slow process ͑i.e., the transfer of particles between chambers͒ has the form
In the case presented in Fig. 6 the fitted ã value differs from the aforementioned approximation by less than 4%.
D. Stationary state as a function of parameters
Let us consider the following function of parameters h and d ͑see Fig. 4͒ defined in the stationary state:
It describes the fraction of particles localized in the first chamber.
In the case of dϭN y ͑rectangular region without an inner wall͒ the function g(h) is sinusoidal:
When d→0 ͑fully separated chambers; due to connectivity loss, we consider this case only in the limit with d →0 ϩ ) we obtain the step function 
͑63͒
Figure 7 shows these extreme curves and some intermediate ones.
For comparison, an analogous curve is shown for the system with reflective boundaries. It is a linear function of h:
E. Transfer between three chambers
Two interesting examples of PDF evolution are studied in the system containing three chambers in series connection. The chambers are separated by walls with centered holes. Both systems are simulated on 301ϫ101 lattices, and both are divided on three chambers by two walls. In the center of each wall there is a hole of size of 8 lattice units.
The chamber lengths are 100,95,105 in the first case ͑shown in Figs. 8 and 9͒ and 92, 103, 105 in the second case ͑Figs. 10 and 11͒. The initial conditions in both cases are the same: the whole PDF is localized at a single point of the first chamber ͑signed by letter A͒. Figures 8 and 10 show snapshots of the PDF contour plot during evolution. Figures 9  and 11 show the evolution of the local PDF value in the middle of each chamber, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have simulated a model system of Brownian particles in a box with absorbing boundary conditions, with a birth rate inside a system matching the death rate at the boundary. Such system satisfies a set of equations ͓Eqs. ͑1͒, ͑2͒, and ͑29͔͒ for the Renyi entropy.
The distribution of Brownian particles in the stationary state minimizes the Renyi entropy production ͓Eqs. ͑33͒ and 34͔͒.
If the evolution takes place in the set of regions connected by narrow channels, the final distribution is always centered in the middle of the ''largest'' region-i.e., the region for which the absolute value of the first Dirichlet Laplacian eigenvalue would be the smallest under the absence of channels ͑Figs. 5, 8, and 10͒.
